GRATINGS
-All optical grating contain parallel grooved lines onto a glass surface. The space between scratched
grooves plays the role of a diffracting slit(known as ruling or lines). In a transparent grating (fig.2a),
the input wave is perpendicular to the grating surface while the output waves travel on the other side of
grating. In a reflection grating (fig.2b), the input wave and the output waves are on the same side of the
grating; the input wave is perpendicular to the surface and the output waves are inclined. The spacing
“d ” between centers of adjacent slits is called grating spacing.

Fig. 2

-An optical grating operates as a dense set of parallel fine slits. The lines are very fine. The central
maximum of diffraction of such lines covers the screen. Note that the screen has to be enough distant
so that the wave front of one slit is plane.
Example. One grating has 500gr/mm. Estimate the distance one has to locate a screen with height 50cm
so that it is illuminated uniformly by a single slit?
Consider a wave at the middle of visible spectrum (λ = 500nm).
Each slit produces on the screen a diffraction pattern with a central
bright maximum. We want the extension of this maximum be
enough to cover the screen height. This means that the first
minimum must be located at the border of the screen. The first
minimum position is defined by equation
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a is the “ slit aperture”.

From our data the distance between two adjacent lines is d =1mm/500 = 2*10-3 mm= 2*10-6 m = 2*103
nm. Knowing that a < d, we make a conservative choice1; a = d. From the figure 3, one may see that
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-So, for groove density around several hundreds/mm or higher, the diffraction pattern of each single slit
produces a uniform illumination on the screen. Let’s consider that a monochromatic plane wave falls
perpendicular on the grating surface. Each slit produces a uniform illumination on the screen. As the
waves from different slits super-pose on the screen surface and as they are all coherent it comes out that
an interference picture will be produced on the screen. We may define the location of maxima and
minima by calculating the path difference between different waves on the screen surface.
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As the angle θ1 ,see eq. (*), increases when a decreases, we are referring to a limiting higher value of a.

